Abbreviations for Exam Comments

! No!
? Huh?
NVC Not very clear
NQR Not quite right
TIAW This is all wrong
BPR Better presentation required
BER Better explanation required
MER More explanation required
MEVR More evaluation required
EX? Can you give an example?
AN? Can you give an analogy?
REL? How is this relevant?
DEF? What's the definition?
WTV? What's the view?
WTA? What's the argument?
WTJ? What's the justification for the premise(s)?
WTO? What's the objection?
WP? Which premise is being attacked?
FPA Forgot part of the argument
FPV Forgot part of the view
FPQ Forgot part of the question
FAO Forgot an objection
FAR Forgot a reply
RAWQ Right answer, wrong question